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Abstract

Typing of lambda-terms in Elementary and Light Affine
Logic (EAL , LAL resp.) has been studied for two different
reasons: on the one hand the evaluation of typed terms us-
ing LAL (EAL resp.) proof-nets admits a guaranteed poly-
nomial (elementary, resp.) bound; on the other hand these
terms can also be evaluated by optimal reduction using the
abstract version of Lamping’s algorithm. The first reduction
is global while the second one is local and asynchronous.
We prove that forLAL (EAL resp.) typed terms, Lamping’s
abstract algorithm also admits a polynomial (elementary,
resp.) bound. We also show its soundness and complete-
ness (forEAL andLAL with type fixpoints), by using a sim-
ple geometry of interaction model (context semantics).

1 Introduction

Background and Motivations. Light logics such as
Light Affine Logic (LAL) and Elementary Affine Logic
(EAL) have been introduced in [20, 1] and then studied as
type systems for lambda-calculus [5, 12, 13, 6, 9, 11] and
semantically (e.g. in [25, 28, 16]). Their analysis has been
motivated by two distinct features:
1. Complexity-certified reduction: using the syntax of

proof-nets, the logicsLAL (EAL, respectively) ensure
that the program terminates with a polynomial (elemen-
tary, respectively) time bound;

2. Simple optimal reduction: for lambda-terms typed in
these systems one can use the abstract version of Lamp-
ing’s algorithm [24], without the so-calledoracle, so
plain graph rewriting with local rules.

However each of these approaches has its drawbacks:
• Proof-net reduction is global, requires the handling of
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boxes, and thereby enforces a form of synchronicity
which is awkward to implement;

• Optimal reduction is local, asynchronous – and elegant,
but . . . does not offer any guaranteed complexity bound.

Actually, even the fact that Lamping’s abstract algorithm
is correct for terms of EAL and LAL is not completely
straightforward: it was pointed out since [1] and is part
of the folklore, but it seems no explicit direct proof of this
statement is available in the literature, although the general
techniques of [22] could be applied to this restricted setting.

The goal of this paper is therefore to bring together the
best of these two worlds: we prove that terms typable in
LAL (EAL, respectively) can be reduced by Lamping’s ab-
stract algorithm with a certified polynomial (elementary, re-
spectively) time bound. Moreover a type derivation inLAL
or EAL carries two kinds of information: the sharing in-
formation and the boxing information. We actually show
here that the boxing information isnot needed to perform
Lamping’s abstract algorithm. Some systems likeDLAL
[9] or restrictions ofEAL [12] do not use sharing: in that
case knowing that the term is typeable (without knowing
the type) is sufficient to apply the abstract algorithm.

Actually the bounds of light logics can also be obtained
without the proof-net machinery, in plain lambda-calculus,
if one considers fragments of the type systems, possibly
with restricted (lazy) reduction [9, 11]. However this is still
a global form of reduction (β-reduction). Here we aim to
handle the full type systems and to switch to a local reduc-
tion, which is motivating for concrete implementations and
in particular for distributed evaluation [29].

Optimal Reduction and Light Logics. The fact thatEAL
typable terms can be reduced with Lamping’s abstract algo-
rithm is quite remarkable, since it is known that the book-
keeping needed for the oracle causes inefficiencies in opti-
mal reduction [26].

On the other hand, as proof-net reduction in these sys-
tems is performed with guaranteed complexity bound, one
might think that the preservation of bounds when switching
from proof-net reduction to optimal reduction is a conse-
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quence of optimality itself. However this is actually not
true: the optimality concerns the number of parallel beta-
steps, which is not directly related to the normalisation time
[4, 2]. For an in-depth study of optimal reduction one can
consult [3].

Moreover, techniques used when analyzing proof-net
(or lambda-term) reduction time cannot be directly applied
here. In particular, the level-by-level reduction strategy (see
[20, 5]) has no counterpart in the framework of sharing
graphs, where copying is done incrementally.

Contributions. Our main results are:
• We define a general class of admissible translations

from light logics type derivations to sharing graphs, sub-
suming the ones proposed before.

• For each admissible translation, we show that graph re-
duction is sound and complete with respect to lambda-
reduction.

• Moreover, we show that graph reduction can be per-
formed in bounded time, where the bound is of the same
complexity order as the one we have on the underlying
logical system.

Moreover we believe that the main technique used to prove
the complexity bounds (Section 6), based on the definition
of weightsfor sharing graphs (or interaction nets, [23]) fol-
lowing [14] is of its own interest and could presumably be
applied to other problems.

A full version with complete proofs is available [7].

2 Soundness and Completeness in the Gen-
eral Case

Before introducing the specific logical systems we are
interested in, we define the notions of soundness and com-
pleteness for abstract systems of graph reduction. Through-
out the paper,Λ is the set of pure, untyped, lambda terms. If
A is a set and→ is a binary relation onA, the set of normal
forms inA (with respect to→) will be denotedNF (A)→.

Definition 1 (Graph Rewriting Systems) A Θ-graph
rewriting system is a quintuple(Θ, ∆,→∆, T ,R)
where:
• Θ ⊆ Λ is a set of lambda-terms to which the technique

can be applied.
• ∆ is a set ofgraphs.
• →∆ is a rewriting relation on∆.
• T is a total binary relation fromΘ to ∆, called theini-

tial translation.
• R is a function from∆ to Λ, called thereadback.

Note thatT is a relation and not a mere function, since we
want to allow several possible translations of a term (this is
related to the fact that we will allow the possibility to deco-
rate a given lambda-term as several different proof-nets).

t
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Figure 1. Soundness and Completeness

Definition 2 (Soundness)We say that theΘ-graph rewrit-
ing system(Θ, ∆,→∆, T ,R) is soundwith respect to a
reduction relation→ on Λ iff for every termt ∈ Θ, if
G ∈ T (t) andG reduces to normal formH (in →∆) thent
reduces to normal formu (in →) andR(H) = u.

Soundness of aΘ-graph rewriting system implies that if we
start with a termt in Θ, translate it into a graph, reduce the
graph and finally read-back a termu, thenu is the normal
form of t. This does not mean theΘ-graph rewriting system
will necessarily do its job: to be sure about that, we need
completeness:

Definition 3 (Completeness)We say that theΘ-graph
rewriting system(Θ, ∆,→∆, T ,R) is completewith re-
spect to a reduction relation→ onΛ iff for every termt ∈ Θ
if t reduces to normal formu, then anyG ∈ T (t) reduces
to normal formH , whereR(H) = u.

3 Type Assignment Systems and Proof-Nets

Formulae of (intuitionistic)elementary affine logic(EAL
for short) are generated by the following productions:

A ::= α | A ⊸ A | !A | ∀α.A | µα.A

whereα ranges over a countable set ofatoms. Recall that!
is called anexponential connectiveor modality.

Here we are considering in factEAL with type fixpoints
(recursive types) but this does not modify its normalisation
properties [15]. Most references in the literature deal with
the second order fragmentEAL∀, which does not include
type fixpoints.

EAL can be seen as a type system for terms inΛ: Fig-
ure 2 presents type assignment by means of sequent calcu-
lus, which is tedious for typing but convenient for studying
the dynamics. Other presentations of typing can be found in
the literature [12, 13, 10]. Note that sharing is allowed, for
instance by using rulesX andU . ΘEAL denotes the set of
lambda terms which are typable in elementary affine logic.

Elementary affine logic proofs can be formulated as a
system of (intuitionistic) proof-nets∆EAL, defined induc-
tively on Figure 3. NodeX is called acontractionnode.
The principal edgeof a nodev is the edge incident tov
through itsprincipal port (indicated with a•). A cut is an
edgee = {v, w} which is principal for bothv andw.

EAL proof-nets can be endowed with a rewriting relation
→EAL that we do not report here for lack of space (see [14]).
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Axiom, Cut and Structural Rules

x : A ⊢ x : A
A

Γ ⊢ t : A ∆, x : A ⊢ u : B

Γ,∆ ⊢ u{t/x} : B
U

Γ ⊢ t : B
Γ, x : A ⊢ t : B

W
Γ, x :!A, y :!A ⊢ t : B

Γ, z :!A ⊢ t{z/x, z/y} : B
X

Multiplicative Logical Rules

Γ, x : A ⊢ t : B

Γ ⊢ λx.t : A ⊸ B
R⊸

Γ ⊢ t : A ∆, x : B ⊢ u : C

Γ,∆, y : A ⊸ B ⊢ u{yt/x} : C
L⊸

Exponential Rules

Γ ⊢ t : A
!Γ ⊢ t :!A

P!

Second Order Rules

Γ ⊢ t : A α 6∈ FV (Γ)

Γ ⊢ t : ∀α.A
R∀

Γ, x : A{B/α} ⊢ t : C

Γ, x : ∀α.A ⊢ t : C
L∀

Least Fixpoint Rules

Γ ⊢ t : A{µα.A/α}

Γ ⊢ t : µα.A
Rµ

Γ, x : A{µα.A/α} ⊢ t : B

Γ, x : µα.A ⊢ t : B
Lµ

Figure 2. A sequent calculus for elementary
linear logic with second order and fixpoints.

The important case of→EAL is when anX node meets a
R! node, corresponding to a box: in this case the box is
duplicated and the doorsL! of the two copies are linked to
X nodes (contraction normalisation step).

If v (resp.e) is a node (resp. edge) of a proof-net,∂(v)
(resp.∂(e)) denotes itsbox-depth(level). If G ∈ ∆EAL is a
proof-net, its depth∂(G) is the maximal depth of its edges.
Thestratification propertyof EAL states that the depth∂(e)
of an edge does not change through→EAL.

Light Affine Logic. LAL can be obtained fromEAL by
adopting a stricter exponential discipline: one restrictsthe
rule P! of EAL to the case whereΓ contains at most one
formula, but also adds a new connective§ with ruleP§ (see
Figure 4). The connective§ is a weak form of!, that does
not allow for contraction (ruleX).

There is a translation(.)e from LAL to EAL formulae
obtained by replacing§ with !. It extends to a translation
on proofs.Therefore the setΘLAL of lambda-terms typable
in LAL is included inΘEAL.

The proofs-nets ofLAL are defined as those ofEAL but
with two new nodesL§ andR§ and conditions on boxes: a
box withR! main door (!-box) can have at most oneL! door;
a box withR§ main door (§-box) can have any number of
L§ andL! doors. A rewriting relation→LAL is defined on
these proof-nets [14]. This reduction does not cause any
duplication of a§-box.

The translation(.)e can be extended naturally to a trans-
lation from LAL to EAL proof-nets, and it maps→LAL to
→EAL. Therefore the set ofLAL proof-nets can be seen as
a subset of∆EAL. Hence properties ofEAL proof-nets will

⊢ t : A
⊢ t :!A

P 1

!

x : A ⊢ t : A
x :!A ⊢ t :!A

P 2

!

Γ,∆ ⊢ t : A

§Γ, !∆ ⊢ t : §A
P§

Figure 4. Exponential rules of light affine
logic with second order and fixpoints.

be valid in particular forLAL proof-nets and we will state
them only forEAL (except for complexity issues in Section
6).

Paths. A direct path is a sequence of edgese1, . . . , en

such that the following conditions hold:
• For every1 ≤ i < n, ei andei+1 have a vertexvi in

common;
• For every1 ≤ i < n, ei 6= ei+1 and eitherei or ei+1 is

principal forvi.
An example of a direct path is reported in Figure 5(a). We
say that a direct pathe1, . . . , en with n ≥ 2 startsat v iff
e1 = {v, w} is principal forv and there isz with e2 =
{w, z}. A direct pathe1, . . . , en is simpleiff for every 1 ≤
i < n, the edgeei+1 is principal forvi. The direct path in
Figure 5(b) is simple, while the one in Figure 5(a) is not. A
direct path ismaximaliff it is not part of any longer direct
path. A boxb in a proof-netN is specialiff any direct path
starting from one of its premises is simple.

Lemma 1 Any non-simple direct pathe1, . . . , en starting
at any nodev contains a cutei such that∂(ei) ≤ ∂(e1).

Strategies. There are two reduction strategies for proof-
nets in∆EAL (or ∆LAL) that are of particular interest for our
purposes:
• The level-by-level strategy, LBL. A cut at leveln + 1

cannot be reduced if there are cuts at leveln.
• The modified level-by-level strategy, MLBL. It is the

level-by-level one with an additional constraint: when-
ever we copy a boxb, b must be a special box.

The fact that MLBL is a reduction strategy is a consequence
of Lemma 1 and of the fact that proof-nets satisfy the cor-
rectness criterion [20].

Complexity Bounds. We can now recall the main results
onEAL andLAL :

Theorem 1 (Girard [20]) For every natural numbern,
there is a polynomial (respectively, elementary function)
en : N → N such that for every proof-netN of LAL (re-
spectively,EAL ) if N →n M in the MLBL strategy, then
n ≤ e∂(N)(|N |) and|M | ≤ e∂(N)(|N |).

Recall that binary lists can be represented inLAL with
the type:W = ∀α.!(α ⊸ α) ⊸!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ §(α ⊸ α).
This way, a term ofLAL type t : W ⊸ §kW can be con-
verted to a proof-net, and its application to a list evaluated in
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A G W

A1 An A

B

. . .

G

A1 An

. . .

H
B

C2 Cn

D

. . .

B ≡ C1

G

R⊸

A2 An

B

A1 ⊸ B

A1

. . .

G L⊸

A1
An

B

. . .

H

C2 Cn

D

. . .

B ⊸ C1

C1

X G

!A A3 An

B

A2

A1

. . .

!A ≡ A1 ≡ A2

L! L!

G

!A1 !An

A1 An

. . .

. . .

R!

B

!B

G

R∀

A1 An

B

∀α.B

. . .

L∀ G

∀α.A A2 An

B

A1

. . .

A1 ≡ A{E/α}

G

Rµ

A1 An

B

µα.A

. . .

B ≡ A{µα.A/α}

Lµ G

µα.A A2 An

B

A1

. . .

A1 ≡ A{µα.A/α}

Figure 3. Proof-nets for elementary affine logic.

R∀ L⊸ R⊸ L! Lµe1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

∀β.α α α ⊸ α α !α µβ.!α

(a)

Lµ L∀ L⊸ L!e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

v1 v2 v3 v4

α µβ.α ∀γ.µβ.α (∀γ.µβ.α) ⊸ α !((∀γ.µβ.α) ⊸ α)

(b)
Figure 5. Paths: some examples

@ λ i
⊗

Figure 6. Sharing Nodes.

polynomial time using→LAL. However this is still a global
evaluation procedure and we want to replace it by optimal
reduction.

4 Lamping’s Abstract Algorithm

Now we turn to the local reduction procedure.Abstract
sharing graphsin ∆ASR are defined by the nodes of Fig-
ure 6: the 3rd node is calledfan and is given together with
an integerindexi. A rewriting relation→ASR on ∆ASR is
defined on Figure 7. Notice that we omit the garbage collec-

tion rules. This omission is anyway harmless: the readback
procedure is not affected by the presence of garbage and
the complexity of garbage collection is linear in the size of
the graph.

If G is a sharing graph,fp(G) is the set of itsfree ports
(dangling edges) andwp(G) that of edges incident to⊗-
nodes. Ifu is a node, thenpp(u) is its principal port. Princi-
pal ports for lambda and application nodes are marked with
a point in Figure 6. The principal port of the fan is the un-
marked one.

To translate proof-nets into sharing graphs we need to
set the indices for the fans. For that, any proof-netN is
given together with alabelling functionF from the set of its
contraction nodes to natural numbers. We require the func-
tion F for the proof-netN to becompatible with depths: if
F(v) = F(w) then∂(v) = ∂(w). The translationT EAL

ASR
is

defined up to such labelling functions:T EAL

ASR
(N,F) is the

graphG ∈ ∆ASR obtained in the following way:
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λ

@
→ASR

i

i

→ASR

i

j

→ASR

j j

i i

λ

i

→ASR

i i

λ λ

i

@

→ASR

@ @

i i

Figure 7. Rewriting rules for sharing graphs.
• Replace nodesR⊸ (resp.L⊸) by nodesλ (resp.@),
• Remove boxes and nodesL!, R!, L∀, R∀, Lµ, Rµ,
• Replace each contraction nodev with a fan with index
F(v).

We denote by|F| the cardinality of the image of the la-
belling functionF .

Note that in a proof-net reduction stepN →EAL M , each
node ofM comes from a unique node ofN ; a labelling
functionF for N then induces in a natural way a labelling
function forM , that we will also writeF . By the stratifica-
tion property ofEAL, if F is compatible with depths forN ,
then so it is forM .

In previous works on light logics and optimal reduction,
two particular translations of proof-nets have been consid-
ered:
• Thelevel translation, LT: the labelling functionF is the

one defined by the depths, that isF(v) = ∂(v).
• Thedistinct labelling translation, DLT: F assigns a dis-

tinct index to each contraction node.
Note that the second translation does not need the infor-
mation provided by boxes inN . The first translation, on
the other hand, has the advantage that it minimizes the
number of indices used to annotate fans. The properties
that we will prove in the rest of the paper are valid for all
these translations. We give on Fig.8(a) an abstract shar-
ing graph that will serve as running example. It is obtained
as the DLT of a proof-net corresponding to a derivation of
f :!(A ⊸ A) ⊸!(A ⊸ A) ⊸ B, g :!(A ⊸ A) ⊢ u : B,
whereu = (λx.f x x)(λz.g z). In Fig. 8(b) we give its
normal form for→ASR.

The concepts of principal port, direct path, simple path,
etc. can be easily transferred from proof-nets to sharing
graphs. The number of maximal paths in a cut-free sharing
graph is bounded:

Lemma 2 Let G be a cut-free sharing graph and lete be
one of its free ports. Then there are at most|G|+1 maximal
direct paths in the forme = e1, . . . , en.

@

λ λ

@ @

@

0

e

f

g

v

(a)

@

@ λ

λ

0 0

@

e

f

g

(b)

Figure 8. Example.

Now we want to bound the complexity of this rewriting pro-
cedure and show that it is sound and complete.

5 Context Semantics

Context semanticswill be the tool for showing sound-
ness of sharing graph reduction (following [21]). Acon-
text can be seen as a token carrying a piece of information
and travelling around the net [18]. As we are considering a
more constrained setting than [21, 19, 17] the contexts can
be presented as tuples, as in [8]. This reflects the stratified
structure ofEAL proof-nets.

Definition 4 (Elementary contexts) An elementary con-
textC of lengthk is a tuple of stacksS1, . . . , Sk, T over the
alphabet{p, q}. StacksSi are calledexponential stacks,
stackT is calledmultiplicative stack.

We denote byε the empty stack,xS the result of pushing
x on S and bySS′ the concatenation ofS andS′. Let ⊑
be the prefix ordering on stacks. We also denote by⊑ the
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pointwise order on the product of stacks. Finally⊑m will
denote the order on elementary contexts defined by identity
on the exponential stacksSi and⊑ on the multiplicative
stackT .

Definition 5 (Valid paths) Let N be in∆EAL andF a la-
belling function, withk = |F|.
• A contextof N relative toF is a pair (p, C) wherep is

an edge ofN andC is an elementary context of length
k + 1.

• The binary relation∼ on contexts is defined by symmet-
rically closing the rules in Table 1 and adding for the
other (binary) nodes the rule acting as identity on the
elementary context (no rule for theW node).

• A direct path e1, . . . , en in N is valid with respect
to two elementary contextsC1 and Cn iff the nodes
along the path transform the context(e1, C1) into
(en, Cn). More precisely, there must be elementary con-
textsC2, . . . , Cn−1 such that(ei, Ci) ∼ (ei+1, Ci+1)
whenever1 ≤ i < n. Then we write(e1, C1) ⊲ (en, Cn)
and say the pathe1, . . . , en is persistent.

Definition 6 (Context semantics)Given a proof-netN of
EAL and a labelling functionF , the context semantics
JNKF of N is the set of pairs((e, C), (f, D)) such thate
andf are conclusion edges ofN and(e, C) ⊲ (f, D).

We will sometimes write simplyJNK instead ofJNKF .
Notice that as the transitions are deterministic and as when
reaching a conclusion no transition is possible anymore, if
(e, C) ⊲ (f, D) and(e, C) ⊲ (g, E) are both inJNKF then
f = g andD = E. Therefore the context semantics of
N induces a (partial) function on contexts. Note, however,
that there can be two essentially different reasons why the
context semantics is undefined on(e, C):
• The current context could get “stuck” at some node:

there is no possible transition,
• The current context could travel indefinitely without

reaching a conclusion.
However we will see in Section 5.2 that this second possi-
bility is guaranteed never to occur for proof-nets.

Given a sharing graphG and a partitionF of its fan
nodes, its contexts and context semanticsJGK are defined
similarly to that of proof-nets (Table 2). It is then clear that
the context semantics is preserved by the translation from
proof-nets to sharing graphs:

Proposition 1 Let N be anEAL proof-net andF a parti-
tion of its contraction nodes, thenJNKF = JT EAL

ASR
(N,F)K.

We give some examples of contexts in the context se-
mantics of the sharing graph from Fig.8(a):

(f, ε, pq) ⊲ (g, p, q); (f, ε, qpq) ⊲ (g, q, q);
(e, ε, ε) ⊲ (f, ε, qq); (g, p, p) ⊲ (f, ε, pp);
(g, q, p) ⊲ (f, ε, qpp).

The path corresponding to the first of these contexts is rep-
resented on Fig.8(a) by a dashed line.

If P is a set of contexts,P− denotes the subset ofP in-
cluding only minimal elements (with respect to⊑). When
traversing any node in a sharing graphG, only one partic-
ular stack of the underlying context can be modified. Two
nodesu andv have the samesort (formally, ty(u) = ty(v))
iff they can modify the same stack. For instance@ andλ
nodes have the same sort. Given a nodeu, ep(u) is the set
of contexts whose stack corresponding tou is ε.

Lemma 3 (Monotonicity) Supposee1, . . . , en is a di-
rect path valid with respect toC1, . . . , Ck, T and
D1, . . . , Dk, S. Moreover, suppose thatE1, . . . , Ek, U
are stacks. Thene1, . . . , en is valid with respect to
C1E1, . . . , CkEk, TU andD1E1, . . . , DkEk, SU .

5.1 Reduction and Context Semantics

Now we consider the behaviour of the context seman-
tics with respect to the reduction of proof-nets and sharing
graphs. Let us start with the latter case, which is easier.

Since sharing graph reduction is local, all valid paths
starting and ending with a free port are preserved during
reduction. Consequently:

Proposition 2 Let G be a sharing graph andG →ASR H
thenJGK = JHK.

As to proof-nets the situation is more delicate. It is
well-known that geometry of interaction or context seman-
tics are usually not preserved by general proof-net reduc-
tion [19, 17, 27]. To deal with this problem we define a par-
tial order4 on context functions. Context semantics will
be preserved up to< but that will be sufficient to obtain a
soundness result with respect to lambda-calculus.

Definition 7 Let f , g be two partial functions on contexts.
Thenf 4 g iff for any contextp, C we have:
1. If f(p, C) is defined, theng(p, C) = f(p, C),
2. If f(p, C) is undefined then either:

i. g(p, C) is undefined,
ii. or f(p, D) is undefined wheneverD ⊒m C.

The point in 2.ii is thatf(p, C) is undefined, but it is not
merely because of a lack of information in the multiplicative
stack, since no increase of information on this stack can
trigger an answer. The behaviour off on such input is in
fact irrelevant for the read-back process that we will define.

Lemma 4 The relation4 is a partial order.

Now we have:

Proposition 3 LetN be anEAL proof-net andN →EAL M
thenJNK < JMK.
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Table 1. Context Semantics for Proof-nets

R⊸

A

g

A ⊸ B

f
B

e

(e, (S1, . . . , S|F|, pT )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , S|F|, qT )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

L⊸

gf

e

BA

A ⊸ B
(e, (S1, . . . , S|F|, pT )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , S|F|, qT )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

X

!A !A

e

f g

!A
v

(e, (S1, . . . , SF(v)−1, pSF(v), SF(v)+1, . . . , S|F|, T )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , SF(v)−1, qSF(v), SF(v)+1, . . . , S|F|, T )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , S|F|, T ))

Table 2. Context Semantics for Sharing Graphs

@

e

f g

(e, (S1, . . . , Sn, pT )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , Sn, qT )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

λ
e

f g (e, (S1, . . . , Sn, pT )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , Sn, qT )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

i

e

f g

(e, (S1, . . . , Si−1, pSi, Si+1, . . . , Sn, T )) ∼ (f, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

(e, (S1, . . . , Si−1, qSi, Si+1, . . . , Sn, T )) ∼ (g, (S1, . . . , Sn, T ))

5.2 Acyclicity

We now describe properties of valid paths in the proof-
nets and sharing graphs we are dealing with.

Proposition 4 (Finiteness of valid paths for proof-nets)
Let N be anEAL proof-net. Then there exists an integerk
such that for any valid pathe1, . . . , en we haven ≤ k.

Proof. This is proved in [8] forEAL∀, and the proof can be
easily adapted toEAL using the fact thatEAL is strongly
normalising. 2

A cycleis a direct pathe1, . . . , en with n ≥ 2 such that
e1 = en and :

• e1, . . . , en is valid with respect toC = C0, . . . , Ck, T
andD = D0, . . . , Dk, S;

• For every0 ≤ i ≤ k, eitherCi ⊑ Di or Di ⊑ Ci;
• EitherT ⊑ S or S ⊑ T .

Proposition 5 (Acyclicity of Proof-Nets) If N is a proof-
net, then its context semantics does not contain any cycle.

Proof. Indeed if the proof-netN contained a cycle, then
by repeatedly composing it with itself one would get valid
paths of arbitrary length, which would contradict Proposi-
tion 4. 2

Proposition 6 Let N be an EAL proof-net, G =
T EAL

ASR
(N,F) andG →∗

ASR
H . Then there exists an inte-
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gerk such that: for any valid pathe1, . . . , en of H we have
n ≤ k.

Proof. [sketch] The statement holds for the paths ofG itself
because of Prop. 4 and of the fact that any valid path ofG
can be lifted back to a valid path ofN of same length or
longer. Then forH obtained fromG by one step of→ASR,
one can show that ifH has valid paths of arbitrary length,
then so hasG, which yields a contradiction. 2

6 Complexity

We study the complexity of sharing graph reduction by
defining a weightWG for any sharing graphG. The un-
derlying idea is the following: the weight ofG is the sum
of the individual weight of eachu ∈ VG, the latter being
the number of possible copies ofu that are produced during
normalisation. We will relate the weight to the number of
reduction steps of the sharing graph, and then, for sharing
graphs coming fromEAL (andLAL), bound the weight by
using the properties of proof-nets.

Formally, the weight of an edgeu will be defined as the
number of different valid pathse1, . . . , en satisfying certain
additional constraints. First of all,e1 must bepp(u). Sec-
ondly,en must be:
• Either the principal edge of a nodev such thatty(u) =

ty(v).
• Or an edge infp(G) ∪ wp(G).

This way the weight ofu will be exactly the number of
copies ofu that will eventually appear during reduction of
G. This can be characterized by context semantics :

Definition 8 (Weight) LetG ∈ ∆ASR. Then:
• If u is a node ofG, thenBu, Pu and Eu are sets of

elementary contexts defined in Figure 9.
• The weightWG of G is defined as follows:

WG =
∑

u∈VG

(|B−
u | + |P−

u | + |E−
u | − 1).

Notice thatWG can be either a natural number orω.

Notice how1 is subtracted from the sum|B−
u |+|P−

u |+|E−
u |

when definingWG. This way,WG always decreases at any
copying normalisation step, as we will see.

As an example: the weight of the graph of Fig.8(a) is
WG = 2, because all seven nodes have exactly one path of
the kind considered (either counting forB−

u or P−
u ) except

the fan node and the rightmostλ node (bindingz) who both
have two paths, yielding|B−

u | = 2, |P−
u | = 0.

The weight of a cut-free sharing graph obtained by re-
ducing another sharing graph coming from a proof-net is
always null:

Lemma 5 If N ∈ ∆EAL andT EAL

ASR
(N,F) →∗

ASR
G where

G ∈ ∆ASR is a cut-free graph, thenWG = 0.

Proof. Consider anyu ∈ VG and any direct path starting
from u. This path is always simple, since we assumeG to
be cut-free. Moreover, by Proposition 6, we cannot go on
forever building up the path. As a consequence, we will end
up at an edge infp(G)∪wp(G). This, in particular, implies
that |P−

u | + |E−
u | = 1, while |B−

u | = 0. The thesis follows
easily. 2

Lemma 6 If N ∈ ∆EAL is a cut-free proof-net andF is any
partition of its contraction nodes, thenWT EAL

ASR
(N,F) = 0.

Now, observe that annihilation rewriting steps leaveWG

unchanged (while|G| decreases by2), whereas copying
rewriting steps makeWG decrease by2 (while |G| increases
by 2). As a consequence:

Proposition 7 If N ∈ ∆EAL, G = T EAL

ASR
(N,F), WG is

finite andG →n
ASR

H , thenn ≤ WG + |G|/2 and |H | ≤
WG + |G|.

Given a proof-netN ∈ ∆EAL such thatN →EAL M , we
can study the differenceWT EAL

ASR
(N,F)−WT EAL

ASR
(M,F). In par-

ticular, in the case of the MLBL strategy, the difference can
be tightly bounded, because the number of paths that we
“lose” at each reduction step can be properly bounded by
an appropriate function (with the same order of magnitude
as the one from Theorem 1) applied to|N |. This implies the
weight of the underlying sharing graph cannot decrease too
much during MLBL proof-net reduction and, by Lemma 6
and Theorem 1, we get:

Proposition 8 For every natural numbern, there is an ele-
mentary functionen : N → N such that for every proof-net
N ∈ ∆EAL, WT EAL

ASR
(N) ≤ e∂(N)(|N |).

A similar result holds forLAL:

Proposition 9 For every natural numbern, there is a poly-
nomial en : N → N such that for every proof-netN ∈
∆LAL, WT LAL

ASR
(N) ≤ e∂(N)(|N |).

By Propositions 9 and 8, we get:

Theorem 2 For every natural numbern, there is a polyno-
mial (resp. elementary function)en : N → N such that for
every termt typable inLAL (resp.EAL ), if N is a proof-net
corresponding to a type derivation oft, then any reduction
of the sharing graphT LAL

ASR
(N) (resp.T EAL

ASR
(N) ) has length

bounded bye∂(N)(|N |).

As an application, ift can be typed inLAL with type
W ⊸ §kW then there exists a polynomialp such that the
application oft to the term representing the listw, reduced
using sharing graphs, takes at mostp(|w|) steps.

8



Bu =
{

C |∃v, D.
(

(pp(u), C) ⊲ (pp(v), D)
)

∧ (C ∈ ep(u)) ∧ (D ∈ ep(v)) ∧ (ty(u) = ty(v))
}

Pu =
{

C |∃q, D.
(

(pp(u), C) ⊲ (q, D)
)

∧ (C ∈ ep(u)) ∧ (q ∈ fp(G))
}

Eu =
{

C |∃q, D.
(

(pp(u), C) ⊲ (q, D)
)

∧ (C ∈ ep(u)) ∧ (q ∈ wp(G))
}

Figure 9. Definition of Bu, Pu and Eu.

7 Soundness

Suppose we are in the following situation:

t
∗//

T

��

u

G
∗// H

In words, we translated a typable termt to a sharing graph
G, then normalisedG to H . We now need to define a read-
back procedureR that extracts the normal formu of t from
H . We have to design a variant of the readback procedures
in the literature,e.g.[21, 27], since here we are not handling
a generic encoding of terms into proof-nets but an encoding
based on type derivations.

The procedureRASR
Λ is defined on sharing graphs, but

does not look at the internal structure of the graph itself;
rather, the procedure is defined as a set ofqueriesto the
underlying context semantics. To proveRASR

Λ is correct,
we can suppose the input graph to come from a cut-free
proof-netM . This is enough to prove soundness. Indeed,
the context semantics ofM is essentially the same as the
one ofH :

JNK < JMK

‖

JGK = JHK

Observe that we could even apply the readback procedure
to G, without reducingG to its normal formH . This, how-
ever, would make the read-back process less efficient, as
the whole computation would be done by the context se-
mantics.

We do not present the details of the read-back procedure
here (see [7]). However, we sketch how it can be applied
to the sharing graph (in normal form) in Figure 8(b), ob-
taining the normal formt of (λx.fxx)(λz.gz). First of all,
observe that the edgee corresponds to the root of the term,
while edgesf andg correspond to the free variables of same
name. The read-back can be performed as follows:
• First of all, we want to know the head variable oft. To

do that, we query the context semantics on(e, ε, ε), ob-
taining (e, ε, ε) ⊲ (f, ε, qq). This tells us that the head
variable oft is f (since we end up inf ) and that it is

applied to two argumentsu andv (since the rightmost
stack isqq). The context corresponding to (this occur-
rence of)f is (f, ε, ε).

• Now, we can ask ourselves what is the head variable
of u. To do that, we query the context semantics on
(f, ε, p). It is undefined, meaning that the head vari-
able (occurrence) we are looking for lies in the scope of
a lambda abstraction. We try with(f, ε, pq) obtaining
(f, ε, pq) ⊲ (g, p, q). This implies the head variable ofu
is g (since we end up ing) and that it is applied to one
argument, call its. Moreover, the context corresponding
to this occurrence ofg is (g, p, ε).

• The next question is: which is the head variable ofs?
We proceed in the usual way, querying the context se-
mantics on(g, p, p) and(g, p, p) ⊲ (f, ε, pp). Remem-
bering that(f, ε, ε) is the context corresponding to the
head variable oft, we can infer that the head variable of
s is bound by the first lambda-abstraction appearing in
u (namely the first argument tof in t). Moreover, this
variable occurrence has not any argument. So, we can
concludet = f(λz.gz)v.

• Similarly, we can query the context semantics to get
some information onv and obtainv = (λz.gz).

This query-protocol can be generalized into a function
RASR

Λ : ∆ASR → Λ whose value on a graphG only de-
pends on the context semantics ofG. But provingRASR

Λ to
be correct on sharing graphs in the formT EAL

ASR
(N) whereN

is cut-free is relatively easy. Thus, we get:

Theorem 3 (Soundness)The ΘEAL-graph rewriting sys-
tem(ΘEAL, ∆ASR,→ASR, T EAL

ASR
,RASR

Λ ) is sound.

8 Completeness

Theorem 4 (Completeness)The ΘEAL-graph rewriting
system(ΘEAL, ∆ASR,→ASR, T EAL

ASR
,RASR

Λ ) is complete.

Proof. It is sufficient to observe that Theorem 2 implies
that reducingG will lead to a normal formH . Then
it follows from the soundness result of Section 7 that
RASR

Λ (H) = u. 2
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9 Conclusions

We proved that Lamping’s abstract algorithm is sound
and complete for beta reduction ofEAL (andLAL) typable
pure lambda-terms. Moreover, the number of graph inter-
action steps is shown to be bounded by the same kind of
bounds holding for proof-net normalisation. All these re-
sults have been established by exploiting context semantics.
In particular, complexity results have been inferred in an in-
novative way, being inspired by [14].

Further work includes the extension of the approach to
general optimal reduction. In the full algorithm, however,
relative bounds should take the place of absolute bounds,
since any pure lambda term can be reduced.
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